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Processing channels
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For accurate processing and a more precise sound experience and speech intelligibility

Fine-tuning channels
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More options for personalised sound to cater for user preferences and hearing needs

Performance

BENEFIT

WidexLink wireless connectivity

Fast, echo-free transmission of sound between hearing aids and DEX devices

SoundSense Learn

Machine learning algorithm to effortlessly guide the user to a better, more personalised hearing experience

SoundSense Adapt

Adaptive learning to remember the user’s preferred settings across multiple parameters for each environment, resulting in better
sound

Fluid Sound Controller

Adjustment of more parameters in every sound class and in real time for more natural sound

Fluid Sound Analyzer (sound classes)
Programs
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Intuitive analysis of sound environment in order to prioritise and select the most important sound sources
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Wide range of listening programs for specific and challenging situations

Smartwind Manager

Speech and other sounds audible in wind

High-frequency boost

Clear and crisp sound in high frequencies (in music, for example)

Speech Enhancer RT

RT/IE

IE

Reduces noise and enhances speech in real time in response to individual sound situations and hearing loss

Digital Pinna

Helps locate and focus naturally on the voice in front or behind by mimicking the normal pinna effect

HD Locator

For better speech intelligibility in noise with channel-specific directionality for speech emphasis

TruSound Softener

Preserves comfort for sudden sounds at any input level by taking the edge off impact/impulse sounds

Soft-level noise reduction

Unwanted soft background noises are reduced for greater listening comfort

Noise Reduction

Listening comfort in noise and more speech

ZEN IE

A tinnitus management tool for reducing the effects of tinnitus using soothing tones and/or noise; additional programs with Zen+

Audibility Extender

Improves perception and production of important high-frequency speech sounds

Variable Speed Compression

Automatic gearing for smooth sound and stable audibility

EVOKE App

Easy connection and control from any smartphone (F2 model)

TONELINK App

Easy connection and control from any smartphone (all hearing aid models except CIC-M)

